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Introduction[1]  

Following the U.S. Supreme Court’s January 2010 decision in Citizens United v. FEC,[2] a torrent of money 

has flowed into American elections. The 2010 elections that followed Citizens United were among the 

most expensive in our nation’s history. Total spending was an estimated $3.6 billion[3]—an amount 

expected to rise dramatically in 2012. As the level of money involved in our elections steadily escalates, 

there is increasing concern about the ways that heightened campaign spending can purchase favorable 

policy outcomes. 

Among the most vital tools to combat the corrupting influence of outsized campaign spending is public 

funding of elections. For more than three decades, public financing programs at the federal, state, and 

municipal levels have served, in the words of the U.S. Supreme Court, “as a means of eliminating the 

improper influence of large private contributions . . . .”[4] Since the 1970s, federal courts have 

consistently relied upon the compelling governmental interest in curbing corruption in upholding public 

financing systems from constitutional challenge.[5] 

But in June 2011, the U.S. Supreme Court struck down a provision of Arizona’s public financing system. 

In Arizona Free Enterprise Club v. Bennett, the court declared that Arizona’s so-called trigger funds—

additional public grants made available to a publicly funded candidate facing high opposition spending—

burdened the First Amendment rights of those who opposed publicly funded candidates. 

While the latest Supreme Court ruling will force changes to Arizona’s public financing system (and other 

systems with similar trigger provisions), it contained a crucial silver lining for advocates of campaign 

finance reform: The Court affirmed the overall constitutionality of public financing. In unambiguous 

terms, the Court made clear that “governments may engage in public financing of election campaigns 

and . . . doing so can further significant governmental interests, such as the state interest in preventing 

corruption.”[6] 

As advocates and policymakers seek to respond to the growing levels of spending in elections by shoring 

up existing public financing systems and adopting new ones, it is crucial that they highlight the time-

tested anti-corruption interests that public financing advances. They should also note several other 

benefits that flow from public financing. 

Publicly funding elections promotes numerous benefits in addition to fighting corruption, all of which 

bolster the case for public finacing. By focusing exclusively on the significant anti-corruption benefits of 
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public financing, advocates have sometimes overlooked these other ways that public funding programs 

enhance the legitimacy of government. Funding programs do not only reduce the opportunity for 

corruption and strengthen our perception of government; they also promote contested and competitive 

elections, foster diversity in the electoral process, and encourage voter-centered campaigns.   

This memorandum presents the best available evidence of the lesser known benefits of public financing. 

Public Financing Promotes More Contested and Competitive Elections  

Few doubt that extraordinary Americans of ordinary means must have a meaningful ability to compete 

for elected office. Robust public funding programs open the door for qualified Americans who might not 

have personal wealth or high-powered connections by giving them the means to launch competitive 

campaigns. Several empirical studies confirm this conclusion. 

• A 2010 study by a University of Illinois professor found that, in each election since their public 

funding programs were implemented, both Maine and Arizona have enjoyed a general decline in 

races with unopposed incumbents. In other words, with public financing, elected officials in 

those states are increasingly more likely to face a challenger when they run for re-election. [7] 

 

• A 2008 study conducted by a Stanford Graduate School of Business professor similarly found 

that elections in Maine and Arizona between incumbents and publicly financed challengers are 

much more competitive than was true before public financing was adopted.[8] This finding 

confirms that public financing can provide newcomers with the ability to mount effective 

campaigns against incumbents.            

• Further underlining that public funding increases the likelihood an incumbent will have a 

competitive race, a team at the University of Wisconsin-Madison found in a 2006 study looking 

at public financing in several states that public financing increases the pool of candidates willing 

and able to run for state legislative office.[9] 

• A 2008 study by the director of the Yale Institution for Social and Policy Studies and a Fordham 

University professor found that radio advertisements which mentioned both major party 

candidates and encouraged listeners to vote resulted in incumbents’ vote shares falling six to 

eight percentage points.[10] By allowing challengers to get their names out in front of voters, 

public financing causes elections to become more competitive than they otherwise would be. 

• A 2010 study conducted by graduate students at New York University’s Wagner School of Public 

Service compared electoral data in Maine and Arizona with states that have no public financing. 

The study found that public financing meaningfully increased the likelihood that incumbents 

would face real competition.[11] Overall, Maine’s and Arizona’s legislative races were more 

contested and more competitive than those in comparable states.[12] 

• A study by a postdoctoral associate at Yale University concluded that public financing 

encourages experienced challengers within the incumbent party to run for open seats more 

often than they would without public financing.[13] Hence, public financing not only encourages 

more individuals to run, it also attracts high quality candidates.[14] 
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Consistent with these research findings, public financing is perceived as enhancing competition—both 

by candidates and the public. A Government Accountability Office study found that healthy percentages 

of candidates in states with public funding see it as a vehicle for spurring competition.[15] And a 2009 poll 

in North Carolina found that 85% of people surveyed agreed that “the high cost of campaigns means 

candidates must be good fundraisers to win—and the need to raise a lot of money keeps a lot of good 

people from serving in public office.”[16] As a recent New York Times story on Connecticut’s financing 

system put it, “For challengers, the appeal is obvious. Suddenly, they can have resources equal to an 

incumbent’s without hitting up major donors.”[17] 

Other anecdotal evidence provides further support for the conclusion that public financing encourages 

competition. It is indisputable that the presidential public financing program has enabled several 

insurgent candidates from across the political spectrum to translate widespread popular support into 

viable campaigns.[18] The most notable example is Ronald Reagan, who depended heavily on public 

financing to challenge then-President Gerald Ford—backed by the Republican Party establishment—in 

the 1976 presidential primaries. Reagan had less than $44,000 in campaign money left at the end of that 

January, less than 10% of President Ford’s war chest. Thanks to the presidential public financing system, 

however, Reagan was able to capitalize on his small-donor fundraising capacity to accrue substantial 

sums of public money—$1 million in January, $1.2 million more in February, and more still in March. 

These funds were pivotal in allowing Reagan to continue his almost-successful bid—ultimately, 

President Ford won by a hair.[19] 

Public Financing Fosters Diversity in the Electoral Process  

Facilitating new candidacies yields another significant benefit—diversity. As it invites more players into 

the electoral ring, public financing regularly enables members of traditionally underrepresented groups 

to run for political office. 

Historically, many ethnic and racial minorities have been excluded from the political process, or have 

been led to feel that their presence was not welcome. For instance, after winning his seat on the Los 

Angeles City Council, Councilman Ed Reyes stated: 

My parents are from Mexico. I’m the first generation that has grown up here, I’m born here. I don’t 

have the traditional ties to the power groups or the power structure. . . . Without public financing, I 

knew that I wouldn’t have been able to throw a stone like in the David and Goliath story. . . . With 

public financing I knew I had a shot.[20] 

The diversity-enhancing properties of public financing are widely documented: 

• In a 2006 report from the Center for Governmental Studies, then-Project Director Steven Levin 

reported that while minorities represented only 16 percent of all candidates in general 

elections, they accounted for 30 percent of publicly financed candidates.[21] The rigorous study 

noted that while women accounted for only 31 percent of all candidates, they constituted 39 

percent of participating candidates in publicly funded systems.[22] Finally, the study documented 

that in Arizona, the number of Native American and Latino candidates nearly tripled in just two 

election cycles after public financing was implemented.[23] 

• In Congressional testimony presented in 2009, Jeffrey Garfield, the Executive Director of the 

Connecticut State Elections Enforcement Commission, stated that the number of women 
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running for office in Connecticut is at an all-time high—and many credit public financing with 

allowing them to run.[24] 

• Similarly, in Maine, just a few years after the launch of that state’s public financing program, 

women were reportedly taking advantage of public financing at a pace nearly double that of 

men.[25] The Center for Governmental Studies report cited above concluded that women are 

more likely to use Maine’s public financing program than other candidates.[26] According to 

then-Maine Speaker of the House Hannah Pingree (D-ME), Maine’s system has “increased the 

diversity of representatives in the legislature.”[27] 

• A Brennan Center report issued in 2010 documented a similar series of “firsts” resulting from 

New York City’s small-donor matching funds system: the City’s first African-American mayor, 

David Dinkins, participated in the program, as did the City Council’s first Dominican-American, 

first Asian-American, and first Asian-American woman members.[28] Dan Cantor, Chair of the 

Working Families Party, points out that the “multiple match system has tremendously lowered 

the barrier to candidates who come from a background of service to communities and 

unions.”[29] Although New York City, like many other state and local governments, does not 

maintain comprehensive demographic data, there is ample evidence that the use of the public 

financing system has been one of the principal reasons for the increasing diversity in the New 

York City Council.[30] In fact, the current City Council, as of the 2009 election, is “majority 

minority.” 

Publicly Financing Encourages Voter-Centered Campaigns 

The majority of money brought in by major political candidates currently comes from a very small 

portion of the American population—America’s “donor class.”[31] 

• According to data collected by the Center for Responsive Politics (and available on their website, 

OpenSecrets.org), only approximately 0.26% percent of the U.S. population contributed $200 or 

more to federal political candidates, parties or PACs in the 2008 election—but these Americans 

contributed over 67% of all federal campaign dollars.[32] 

 

• An analysis from the bipartisan Americans for Campaign Reform documented that residents of 

Manhattan’s Upper East Side contributed $72 million in 2008, more than each of the bottom 39 

states and approximately 50 times the national per capita rate.[33] 

• According to a 2010 study by the Campaign Finance Institute, American Enterprise Institute and 

Brookings Institution, in 2008, U.S. House incumbents received only 6% of their funds from 

donors who gave $200 or less. They received more than 13 times this amount from donors who 

gave $1,000 or more and from PACs.[34] 

• An analysis of campaign contributions in the 2000 and 2002 elections found that almost 90% of 

contributions came from zip codes that are majority non-Hispanic white. In comparison, just 

1.8% of campaign funds came from predominantly Latino zip codes, 2.8% from predominantly 

African American zip codes, and 0.6% from predominantly Asian Pacific American 

neighborhoods.[35] 
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Given the enormous financial demands of modern political campaigns, candidates too often focus on a 

tiny minority of known, wealthy donors—including non-constituents. The troubling result is that 

fundraising efforts do not reach most constituents, leaving them with less information about their 

potential representatives. 

Public financing encourages voter-centered campaigning, drawing more voters into the political process. 

Public financing accomplishes this in various ways. 

Under a full public financing system, participants must establish their eligibility by collecting a specified 

amount of small qualifying contributions from their constituents, necessarily contacting numerous 

constituents, and often bringing many new voters into the electoral process. After qualifying and 

receiving their full campaign fund grant, participating candidates focus nearly all of their campaign 

efforts on voter outreach.  

Spurred by participating candidates’ efforts to collect qualifying contributions, small donor participation 

in Arizona’s gubernatorial races increased substantially after the implementation of that state’s public 

financing program. A study of Arizona gubernatorial contributions found a three-fold increase from 

11,234 in 1998 to 38,579 in 2002, with the majority of contributors earning $50,000 or less.[36] A similar 

three-fold increase occurred for other Arizona races.[37] Similarly, in Connecticut, most state legislative 

candidates who participated in the public financing program received money from a larger number of 

individual donors in 2008 than the predecessor candidate of the same party and district in 2006, the last 

year without the program.[38] 

Cicero Booker, a Connecticut State Senate candidate from one of the state’s poorer regions, recalled his 

experience collecting qualifying contributions. Many of the members of his district had never donated to 

a political campaign, but when they were told that small $5 contributions—normally inconsequential in 

enormously expensive fundraising campaigns—would help Booker qualify as a publicly financed 

candidate, they eagerly chipped in.[39] Similarly, of her experience running for Governor of Arizona as a 

fully-financed candidate, Janet Napolitano explained: 

[Public financing is] the difference between being able to go out and spend your time talking with 

voters, meeting with groups, . . . traveling to communities that have been underrepresented in the 

past, as opposed to being on the phone selling tickets to a $250 a plate fundraiser.[40] 

Small donor matching funds systems provide even greater incentives for grassroots fundraising, 

particularly when small donations are supercharged with a high matching ratio. Candidates must seek 

out a broad base of small donors, and new voters are drawn into the electoral process as a result.   

Take New York City’s exemplary program. Serving millions of residents for more than twenty years, New 

York’s program offers the highest matching ratio in the country—donations of $175 or less are matched 

with City dollars at a rate of six-to-one. In doing so, New York City has enhanced the importance of small 

donations, and has changed City campaigns for the better. A 2010 study from the Brennan Center 

reported that: 

• The number of overall contributors has increased significantly—by 35%—since the enactment of 

the multiple match.[41] 
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• Participating candidates rely on more donors, and on more small donors, than do 

nonparticipants. In 2009, the typical participating City Council candidate enlisted the support of 

almost three times the number of small donors than did her nonparticipating counterpart.[42] 

 

• In 2009, the average contribution to a participating City Council candidate was $199, 

substantially less than the $690 average contribution for non-participating candidates. Similarly, 

in 2005, the average contribution to participating City Council candidates was $321, significantly 

lower than the $804 average contribution for non-participants.[43] 

Additional studies confirm the results documented by the Brennan Center. According to a report on New 

York City’s program from the Campaign Finance Institute, in 2009 “1.75% of the city’s voting age 

population contributed to candidates for city office.” While this number may seem small, it is more than 

three times the 0.49% of the New York State voting population that contributed in state races. And, City 

contributions rose even in a year in which voter participation decreased.[44] 

Including more voters in the electoral process naturally leads to a larger, more diverse pool of donors. 

For instance: 

• According to the New York City Campaign Finance Board, the share of donor activity has risen in 

New York City’s outer boroughs; in 2009, donor activity increased almost six-fold in Flushing, a 

heavily Asian-American neighborhood that is home to Queens’ Chinatown.[45] 

• Similarly, a scan of the occupations of 2009 donors to New York City elections reveals a 

surprisingly diverse group: among the traditional lawyers and businesspeople, contributors 

included a significant number of artists, administrative assistants, barbers and beauticians, cab 

and bus operators, carpenters, police officers, students, nurses, and clergy.[46] 

Two midwestern states with partial public financing—Minnesota and Wisconsin—have also seen 

increased engagement with voters. One study by the Campaign Finance Institute found that in 
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Minnesota, 57% of funds were received from donors who gave $250 or less in 2010; in Wisconsin, 36% 

of funds were in this amount.[47] Small donations in other Midwestern states that do not have public 

financing for legislative races—Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio—fell between 3% and 12%.[48] The 

same study concluded that if small-donor matching programs were implemented in these states, a 

significant percentage of total candidate funds would come from small donors, with projections ranging 

from 61% to 72%.[49] Instead of courting an elite group of big donors, candidates instead would seek out 

small donations from the electorate at large. 

As these examples make clear, public financing spurs greater involvement from members of the public. 

One recent study found that small donors are more likely to volunteer for a political 

campaign.[50] Specifically, “surveys of candidates in six states show that the candidates see a strong 

connection between their small donors and the volunteer support that they get.”[51] 

Another study linked public financing with increased voter turnout in Arizona: 

Voter turnout increased by 8 percent, from 64 percent to 72 percent, between the 1996 presidential 

election (pre-Clean Elections) and the 2000 presidential election (the first under the program). That 

number went up another five percentage points to 77 percent in the 2004 presidential. Similarly voter 

turnout increased by 10 percent, from 46 percent to 56 percent, between the 1998 midterm election . 

. . and the 2002 midterm elections.[52] 

In short, publicly financed campaigns encourage a greater connection between would-be 

representatives and those they seek to serve, strengthening the electoral process and, ultimately, our 

democracy.   

************* 

Laboratories of democracy in cities and states across the country have been experimenting with public 

funding programs for decades, and the myriad benefits of public financing are now evident. These 

programs not only reduce the opportunity for corruption and strengthen our perception of government; 

they also promote contested and competitive elections, foster diversity in the electoral process, and 

encourage voter-centered campaigns.    
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